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company pro2 - is a software package to
simulate ship engine room with load
simulation, with 3d walk-through system,
and automatic auto recognition of the
equipment and 3d big view system to
simulate the navigation of the ship. this
software is generally used to train the crew
in the engine room. some models can be
delivered with a 3d bigview and a 3d walk-
through system optimizing the learning
experience. the sound simulator allows the
crew to listen to the real noise of the engine
room. key features include the ability to
simulate different engine types and single
and multiple engines, the ability to simulate
the control room with different equipment,
different alarms, equipment, the ability to
simulate different actions and a master
alarm system. the model can also be used as
a 3d ship simulator. the controls of the
engine, including the speed and the
revolutions. the engine room of this
simulator is equipped with its own panel,
with indicators and gauges for the air and
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oil, as well as for the temperature. the view
is 3d. this simulator allows the simulation of
all the different functions of the engine
room. it can simulate a control room, a
steering room, a room for the engines, a
cargo space, etc. and allows the crew to
practice with all the equipment. in addition,
it can simulate the orders and alarms.
magellan's specialist simulators are built on
our in-depth knowledge of the marine world,
using our hydrodynamic navigations
technology. it allows you to experience the
motions of the water, and the motions of
your ship. as you maneuver your ship you
can see the water level, what the surface
looks like and the water and ship's actions.
when these actions are wrong, it will show
you, with a moveable windscreen, what the
water and ship are doing.
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